Exploring Arizona oak savannas: winter 2009-2010

This is a report of a trip Kathie and I made throughout oak savanna areas in southeastern Arizona. The
trip occurred after a Christmas visit with our son
Brian and his wife Lea in Phoenix, Arizona. I knew
a little about oak savannas in the southwestern U.S.
from reading the scholarly literature, but had not been
aware of the vast extent of savannas there.

The purpose of this report is to use photos taken
during the trip to give an idea of what these vast savannas look like. The trip took about 10 days, during
which time we remained almost exclusively in southeastern Arizona and a small part of southwestern New
Mexico.

creek bed.)

Sunday, 27 December 2009 Visit to the Saguaro
National Park, Rincon Mountain district
The goal here was to reach an altitude that was high
enough so that oaks would be present. A study of the
Park Service web site, and several books, indicated
that the Miller Creek area on the east side of Rincon
Mountain would be suitable.
We ﬁrst drove Cactus Forest Drive, which wanders
through the saguaro cactus area on the east side of
Tucson. 8 mile drive. Purchased books at the Visitor
Center and got detailed maps: Western National Park
Association bookstore (3693 South Old Spanish Trail,
Tucson, AZ 85730. Telephone 520-733-5155.
The drive to Miller Creek area was through private
lands and Coronado National Forest to reach Miller
Creek area, altitude 4307 ft (per Saguaro NP topo
map).
To reach Miller Creek (directions from an internet
site), drove E out of Tucson on I-10 to Exit 297 (Mescal) and headed N on a road that becomes gravel after
2 miles.
There was a nice view of Rincon Mountain from a
desert grassland that was reached soon after turning
off I-10. See Photo 5623 below.
Entered Coronado National Forest where road
became Route #35. Turned off for the Miller Creek
trailhead (sign). Travelled 16 miles on a gravel road,
with gradually rising elevation, passing through desert
grassland and scrub until we reached an area with
scattered oak trees, principally Emory oak. (See photo
5626 below for an especially nice specimen along a

Near the Miller Creek trailhead the terrain opens
out (called Miller Flat on the topo map) and there is a
ranch, also land for sale. Walked around brieﬂy in this
area, which included a dry creek bed (Miller Creek). A
sign pointed to Turkey Creek trailhead 2 miles farther.
Drove a ways on this road (USFS road #4408).
Miller Creek trailhead is on the E side of Rincon
Mountain (part of SNP) but is not in the Park, but in
the Coronado NF.
Since it was Sunday there was a fair amount of
trafﬁc, families, etc., including several ATVs that had
apparently come by gravel all the way from the paved
road.
Started out through desert grassland, probably
2000-2500 feet. Took some photos of the grassland
with Rincon Mt in the background. Photo 5623 below
shows the progression through scrub and trees to the
top of the mountain (8434 ft, per topo).
The ﬁrst substantial Emory oak was on the edge of a
small “wash” (Photo 5626). This species is fairly easy
to identify as it is evergreen, has fairly small leaves
that are shiny on both sides, with a few (or no) spines.
We saw this tree everywhere in the savanna areas. The
tree in Photo 5626 is a large, spreading, open-grown
tree. The area around it is mostly desert scrub.
After climbing on the road a few miles farther, got
into an area where the oaks were denser. At Miller
Flat, there were lots of scattered open-grown oaks in
the wash from the creek (which was dry). Took some
photos of the road toward Turkey Flat, showing small
open-grown oaks, almost shrub-like.
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View
from
Coronado
Forest Service Road #35 toward Rincon Mountain, which is facing SE. The altitude at camera level is around 4000 feet (per Google
Earth). Typical desert grassland with scrub (probably mesquite). The higher elevations on the mountain are probably pine woodlands,
with oak savanna below. Photo IMG_5623.jpg. Below: Arizona Trail sign: Photo IMG_5638.jpg (left) and Miller Creek Trail sign
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A nice specimen of Emory oak (Quercus emoryi) along USFS Route #35 (en route to Miller Creek). This was one of the ﬁrst oaks we
saw and was probably especially well formed because it was growing in the drainage of Miller Creek (Riparian vegetation). Later,
at higher elevations, many more oaks were seen. Emory oak is an evergreen form, as are most of the oaks seen in the savannas. They
generally drop some leaves at the beginning of the hot season in June. Photo IMG_5626.jpg

Leaves of Emory oak. Typical of many western oaks, this one
lacks the characterstic oak-leaf shape. The leaves are small, and
with a few or no sharp thorns. Photo IMG_5646.jpg
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Tom, Kathie, and Brian Brock, under an open-grown oak at the
Miller Creek trailhead. Photo IMG_5645.
Open-grown oaks in the (dry) stream bed of Miller
Creek. Photo IMG_5631.jpg
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Just after the Miller Creek trailhead, the road continues to
another trailhead at Turkey Flat. The land opens out and the vegetation becomes more diverse. This is typical savanna country,
although in addition to oaks there are junipers and other woody

plants. Many high plateaus such as that shown in the lower
photo are found in this part of Arizona. Photos: IMG_5632.jpg
(upper) and 5635 (lower).
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Madera Canyon and the Santa Rita Mountains

Monday, Dec 28, 2009. Left Tucson and drove S
to Green Valley and took road to Madera Canyon.
Used Coronado NF map for Sierra Vista and Nogales
Ranger Districts. Madera Canyon leads to the Mt.
Wrightson Wilderness Area. From Green Valley (on
I-19), take Arizona highway 62 SE. Gradually rising
elevation across an alluvial fan (desert scrub followed
by desert grassland) until one enters the Canyon at
about 4000 ft and gets into the wooded area. By the
time we reached Madera Canyon it was late in the
day. The lodge did not have room, and the two B & Bs
could not be reached, so we returned to Green Valley
and stayed in a Holiday Inn.
Tuesday, Dec. 29, 2009. Drove back to Madera
Canyon and went up to the road end at about 5000
feet, where the Old Baldy hiking trail starts. The initial
part of the trail was on old mining road, and some of
the alternate trails went to abandoned mines. There is
a group called Friends of Madera Canyon which does
a lot of volunteer work, including interpretive work,
nature trails, brochures, etc.
We hiked up the Old Baldy Trail, which took us
up through junipers, oaks, and a diverse ﬂora of trees
and shrubs, with scattered grasses and forbs. Soon

we started to get into snow (from the snow storm the
day before Christmas). Continued for a while but then
decided to turn back, as the footing was tricky and
slow-going, and the trail up (Josephine Saddle at 7080
ft, Baldy Saddle at 8780 ft and Mt. Wrightson at 9453
ft) would have taken too long. However, we did get a
chance to see the vegetation, and got some nice views
to the opposite slopes and the desert valley below
(Tucson in the far distance). See photo 5668 below.
After picnic lunch, drove out of the canyon. On
way, saw hillside opposite that had obviously been
burned. Headed east along Hwy 62 (gravel), then off
on Hwy 62A for Florida Canyon, where there had
been a large wildﬁre several years before, the so-called
“Florida Canyon ﬁre”.
Then did a long drive on gravel road Hwy 62, heading through Santa Rita Experimental Range (Univ.
Ariz), Santa Rita Mountains (USFS), mostly rolling
upland at around 5000 ft. Lots of nice savanna photos
taken here! (See pages below)
Reached State Hwy 83 and drove S to Sonoita and
Patagonia. Did not like the accommodations in either
so drove to Nogales, where found a good motel.

View from the Old Baldy Trail of the
Madera Canyon foothills and the desert
ﬂats beyond. We could see evidence
of air pollution from Tucson. Photo
IMG_5668.jpg
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Emory oak savanna at about 5000 feet elevation at the upper end
of the Madera Canyon Road. The Old Baldy Trail leaves from this
location and winds its way up to the top of Mt. Wrightson at 9451
feet. Photo: IMG_5650.jpg (above). 5679.jpg (below, right)

Little bluestem grass growing in road gravel at about 5000 feet
elevation. Although the same genus (Schizachyrium) as Midwestern little bluestem, this is probably a different species, called Texas
little bluestem (Schizachyrium cirratum), found only in Texas, New
Mexico, Arizona, and Southern California. Photo IMG_5654.jpg
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Little bluestem growing among and encompassing an oak savanna along the road in Madera Canyon. Photo: IMG_5659.jpg
Florida Canyon, adjacent to Madera
Canyon and scene of a heavy wildﬁre
in 2005. Recovery is slow, as shown
by the bare hill with red rocks and
soil. This area is adjacent to Madera
Canyon and can be reached by State
Highway 62 and 62A. This whole area
(outside the Madera Canyon Natural
Area) is part of the Santa Rita Mountains Experimental Range, and is used
by the College of Agriculture of the
University of Arizona as part of their
research on adaptive management of
grazing herds. Photo IMG_5691.jpg
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Charred stumps indicated that
this area had been burned in the
not-too-distant past, possibly as
part of the Florida Canyon ﬁre.
The elevation is betweem between
3000 and 4000 feet, too low for
oak savanna, but perfect for desert
grassland. Fires in this area are
generally caused by humans,
often illegal immigrants working
their way north from the Mexican
border (which is about 50 miles
away). Photo: IMG_5663.jpg

East of the Madera Canyon area, a good gravel road
(US Forest Service Road #82) passes through higher
altitude rolling country and follows the Box Canyon,
eventually reaching Arizona State Hwy 83 a few miles
north of Sonita. You pass vast areas of oak savanna
here at an altitude around 5000-5200 (per Google
Earth).
Here is what the US Forest Service has to say about
Box Canyon Road: “ Here’s an excellent little drive
that will add another perspective to your appreciation of the Santa Rita Mountains. Most people who
come to this popular mountain range hustle right to
Madera Canyon and spend their entire visit under the
sycamore trees scanning the treetops for birds and the
meadows for deer. Box Canyon Road takes you into
an area of the mountain range where open grasslands
predominate and where broad views stretch across
the immense basins and isolated mountain ranges that
make up the Coronado National Forest.”

Range to the Forest boundary where it crosses little
Box Canyon Creek and begins climbing the northern
shoulder of the Santa Ritas.”
“The mountains here are lower than those that form
the core of the mountain range and are covered with
waving expanses of grass rather than stately forests.
Off to the left of what has become a narrow, winding
mountain road, Box Canyon is visible as a deep gorge
highlighted with bright green cottonwoods and silver
barked sycamores.”
“The road reaches the top of its climb in an area
of broad pastures and wood corrals where excellent
views stretch to the east of seas of grass surrounding
sky island mountain ranges such as the Mustangs, the
Whetstones and the Huachucas. From this point, the
road meanders down to its junction with State Highway 83 a few miles north of the ranching community
of Sonoita.”

Although oak savanna is not mentioned, this is actu“This all-weather gravel road heads east off the
ally what one passes through, as the photos on the next
route to Madera Canyon at a point where the pavement
pages attest. An outstanding air image of this area can
branches south toward that well-known recreation
be found in Google Earth by searching for Greatersite. The road continues wandering across the grassy,
ville, AZ. The altitude is given as 5200 ft.
mesquite-dotted ﬂats of the Santa Rita Experimental
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Savanna area (mostly pines) along Highway 62 (Box Canyon
Road) in the vicinity of Greaterville, Arizona. Photo above: IMG_
5694.jpg. See Google Earth for an outstanding air photo image
of this area (altitude about 5200 ft).

Below: Nice open-grown Emory oak: IMG_5699.jpg
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Savanna area along Box Canyon Road (Highway 62) in the vicinity of Greaterville, Arizona. Photo above: IMG_5695.jpg
Photo below: IMG_5698.jpg
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Tuesday, Dec. 30, 2009.
Started at Nogales and ended up at Sierra Vista. Spent
late morning/lunch at the Nature Conservancy (TNC)
Sonoita Preserve, then went E via the Audubon Research Ranch through Fort Huachuca and ended up at
Sierra Vista.
From Nogales, drove N on Hwy 82 to road to Patagonia Lake State Park, which is contiguous with Sonoita Creek State Natural Area. This was the ﬁrst SNA
in Arizona, mainly of interest because of the water
available from the lake. It is designated an Important
Birding Area. However, the upland areas were very
dry and sterile, and we decided to move on. Drove to
the town of Patagonia and then on Pennsylvania Ave
to where it turned into Blue Heaven Road which went
to the TNC preserve. Walked the Preserve for about
two hours, a lot of it along the creek, which is springfed and ﬂowing. Eventually reached the upper end of
the creek where the springs peter out. Walked back
along an upland trail which passed through a cienega
(Spanish for wetland), which had nice grass but no
water. Had lunch at the TNC visitor center. (They have
a resident manager who lives on the grounds.) Photo
5702 is of a simple bench used at this preserve (3
pieces of wood).

627 directly from the Ranch, but there were no signs,
and we had seen no one, and no cars, so I was reluctant to push off on one of the roads that left the Ranch.
So we retraced our steps to where the Ranch road began, and then continued on Hwy 83 until we reached a
road (the Cimarron Road), where there was a FS sign
for the Research Ranch (see photo 5721) . The Cimarron Road went to the W gate of the Fort.
The gate was what is called a “High Security” gate,
but we were able to get permission to enter. The Fort
road went through rolling savanna on the W end (see
photos on page 17) and within about 20 minutes we
were in the military base area. Followed the signs to
the exit, and within a short time we were out of the
fort and in the town of Sierra Vista. Stayed 2 nights
here in a Holiday Inn.
Statistics on the Ryan Fire in the Research Ranch
area
Start Date: 4/29/02
Containment Date: 5/4/02
Acres Burned: 38,000
Suppression Costs: $1,243,274
Cause: Human Ignition

After lunch, went back to Patagonia and then N to
Sonoita on 82 and E on 83 to Elgin. Followed some
directions I got off the internet to the Audubon Research Ranch. Drove through vast upland areas on
gravel roads (lots of grasslands with very few shrubs;
photo 5720 shows trees with brown leaves, probably
killed by ﬁre?) and eventually got to the Ranch, which
is in an open basin area. Lots of buildings, lots of
trucks and cars, but no people (it was Sunday). A bird
feeder had lots of birds, including a very active acorn
woodpecker. I was interested in visiting this ranch
because they had a huge wildﬁre a few years ago (the
Ryan Fire) which burned a huge acreage (see data
below, from web). However, there was no obvious
burned areas, and presumably in the almost 8 years
since the ﬁre, the vegetation has recovered.
The FS map was a little vague about where we
were. We wanted to go on to the West Gate of Fort
Huachuca and hence to Sierra Vista. It looked like it
would be possible to save mileage by reaching Hwy

Simple three-piece bench at the Nature Conservancy’s Sonoita
Creek Preserve. Photo IMG_5702 .jpg
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Two deer feeding (drinking?) in Sonoita Creek. This was almost the only ﬂowing creek that we saw in southern Arizona. All other
stream beds were dry. Sonoita Creek is fed by several permanently ﬂowing springs. The Nature Conservancy owns the ﬁrst two miles
of this creek. A few miles downstream this creek enters Patagonia Lake, an artiﬁcial lake which becomes part of Sonoita Creek State
Natural Area, the ﬁrst State Natural Area created in Arizona. Photo IMG_5704.jpg

Sonoita Creek is a magnet for wildlife. Here is a quotation from TNC’s web site: “The preserve protects a
magniﬁcent example of the rare Fremont cottonwoodGoodding willow riparian forest. Some of the trees are
among the largest (more than 100 feet tall) and oldest
(130 years old) Fremont cottonwood trees in this country.
This is one of the few remaining sites in Arizona where
this once-common forest type still persists. Arizona black
walnut, velvet mesquite, velvet ash, netleaf hackberry,
and various willows are found in slightly different habitats throughout the preserve.” Photo IMG_5706.jpg
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Sign announcing the entrance to the Audubon Research Ranch.
Although relatively close to the tiny village of Elgin, AZ, the
ranch is somewhat difﬁcult to ﬁnd. Directions can be obtained
from the Ranch web site. Photo IMG_5713.jpg
Left: A sample of warning signs regarding ﬁre. Because of the
huge areas of dry grass, wildﬁres are a major hazard. Both human- and lightning-caused ﬁres are common. Top: IMG_5712.
jpg. Center: IMG_5689 cropped.jpg Bottom: IMG_5692.jpg
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Views on the way to Research Ranch headquarters. Top: vast areas of grassland. Virtually unique in southern Arizona, because they
are part of the Research Ranch, these grasslands have not grazed since the late 1960s. Top photo: IMG_5715.jpg Bottom: Oak savanna developments in the draws. Bottom photo: IMG_5716.jpg
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Top: Savanna oaks along the road near Ranch Headquarters. Photo: IMG_5718.jpg
Middle: A small burned area near Headquarters. Note
the absence of grass and the trees with dead leaves. Note
interesting cloud formation. Photo: IMG_5720.jpg
Bottom: U.S. Forest Service sign for the Research Ranch
on the Cimarron Road. Photo: IMG_5721.jpg
Quote from the sign:
“The mission of The Appleton-Whittell Research Ranch
of the National Audubon Society is to formulate, test, and
demonstrate methods to rehabilitate and safeguard the
bioregion, and provide assistance to citizens and policymakers in the protection and stewardship of our native
ecosystems, natural resources and quality of life.”
“The Research Ranch is a cooperative partnership
among the National Audubon Society, U.S. Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management, the Nature Conservancy, Swift Current Land & Cattle Co., LLC, and the
Research Ranch Foundation.”
A nice overview of the Research Ranch can be found
in the book: “A View from Bald Hill” by Carl and Jane
Bock, published by the University of California Press in
2000. (Bald Hill is a landmark on the Research Ranch.)
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Inside historic Fort Huachuca

Although Fort Huachuca is an active base, it is possible to enter the “high security” gate at the west end
of the base and drive all the way through the base to

the city of Sierra Vista. The photos below were taken
inside the base during the drive. At one spot, near
some outbuildings, a group of wild turkeys walked
across the road in front of our car.

Top left: West end of the base, showing oak savanna/grassland
habitat. Photo: IMG_5722.jpg Top right: Photo IMG_5723.jpg
Lower left: Photo IMG_5724.jpg
Lower right: On the base itself. It took about 30 minutes to pass
from the West Gate to the exit from the base at the East Gate.
The city of Sierra Vista begins right outside the gate. Photo
IMG_5725.jpg
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History of Fort Huachuca

Thursday Dec. 31, 2009
Visit to the Huachuca Mountains

Quote from Fort Huachuca web site:
“Fort Huachuca, constructed in 1877, was one of a
chain of forts established to guard southern Arizona
against the Chiricahua Apaches, led by Geronimo.
It was here that the Army organized an elite strike
force that chased Geronimo and his followers through
Mexico’s Sierra Madre during the summer of 1886,
compelling their surrender. Fort Huachuca was also
the headquarters of the famed 10th Cavalry, the ‘Buffalo Soldiers,’ one of the Army’s elite black cavalry
corps. Today the fort is still an active Army post and
covers more than 70,000 acres, 110 of which are the
‘Old Post Area.’ This historic district contains many
notable buildings, among them the Pershing House,
and adobe structure built in 1884, traditionally the Post
Commander’s quarters; the ‘Old Post’ Barracks, built
c. 1882-1883; Leonard Wood Hall, a large two-storied
building used as the hospital; and the Fort Huachuca
Historical Museum, an adobe and stone building originally used as the post chapel.”
“Fort Huachuca, a National Historic Landmark, is
four miles west of Sierra Vista, Arizona, on AZ 90.
The Fort Huachuca Museum is located three miles
northwest of the fort’s main gate at Boyd and Grierson
Aves. The museum is open on weekdays from 9:00am
to 4:00pm and from 1:00pm to 4:00pm on weekends;
a donation is suggested.”

Visit to TNC preserve at Ramsey Canyon. Drove up
the canyon to the parking lot for the Preserve. Things
changed some since we were last here. The cabins
seemed to be the same but there was a new (nice) visitor center and bookstore. Walked through the visitor
center to get to the trail, then walked up the trail. A
short way up we met coming down a TNC volunteer
who was very friendly and we had a long chat, mostly
about prescribed burns. (There was a TNC sign about
doing burns (see photo below: “Fighting ﬁre with
ﬁre”). We followed the trail to the top, taking a few
pictures along the way.
After lunch we tried to ﬁnd the trail to the Miller
Peak Wilderness Area. Because of road construction
on Hwy 92, the side road was hard to ﬁnd.
We eventually found the Miller Peak trail after driving up a rather rocky road. We hiked on it for about 30
minutes but the sun was starting to go down behind
the hills, so we called it a day. See photos below
Since this was New Year’s Eve, we had a good dinner and then went to a movie (“Its Complicated”)
Friday Jan. 1, 2010
We spent all day driving from Sierra Vista to Cave
Creek Ranch in the Chiricahua Mountains.
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On the way to Ramsey
Canyon. The Huachuca Mountain range
is in the background.
The photo to the left
gives an idea of the
altitudinal distribution of vegetation
types. Foreground:
Desert grassland;
Behind: oak savanna;
Farther behind (in
order): oak/pine
woodland; Ponderosa pine; Fir forest;
Spruce-alpine ﬁr
forest. The high point
is over 9,000 feet.
Photo: IMG_5726.jpg
Photo above: closer
view. IMG_5729.jpg
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Left: Typical oak savanna (Emory oak predominating) on the
way to Ramsey Canyon. Every
mountain range has extensive
vegetation of this type, at the
appropriate altitude. (3,300 to
6,600 feet, depending on aspect
and slope). Photo: IMG_5728.
jpg
Below: Closer view of the oak
savanna. The burn history of
this slope is unknown. Photo:
IMG_5736.jpg
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Fighting Fire with Fire
Ramsey Canyon is a Nature Conservancy
Preserve. Consistent with the TNC’s long
tradition, prescribed ﬁre is an important
management tool. However, wildﬁre is
frequent in this arid region, so it is necessary to explain the use of prescribed ﬁre
in words of one syllable! For instance,
one of the panels in this display reads:
“Almost one-hundred years of ﬁre suppression has allowed unnaturally dense
accumulations of fuel loads, greatly
increasing the risk of hot, costly and
dangerous catastrophic ﬁres.” The 4-acre
open forest adjacent to this display had
been burned by the TNC together with
the U.S. Forest Service and the local ﬁre
department. Photo: IMG_5730.jpg

Above: The grass here looks suspiciously like our prairie dropseed, although that is not on the list of grasses for this area.
However, several other species of Sporobolus are on the list.
Photo: IMG_5737.jpg
Right: Type of interpretive sign TNC uses at Ramsey Canyon. The
nature trail was very well marked and was heavily used the day
we were there (New Year’s Eve day!). Photo: IMG_5743.jpg
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Above: This side branch of the nature trail made us feel right at
home, with Texas bluegrass and Emory oak taking the place of
the plants we ﬁnd in our savannas. This was December 31 and
the temperature at noon was about 70 F. Photo: IMG_5739.jpg
Left: A passing tourist snapped this shot for us. Note the large
Arizona sycamore (Platanus wrightii) trees in the background,
part of the Riparian vegetation along Ramsey Creek. Sycamore is
“only” found along stream beds. Despite the altitude (a bit over
5000 feet), this stream had only a trickle of water in it. Photo:
IMG_5744.jpg
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Above: Another nice sunny, grassy, savanna, on the road to Miller’s Peak, in the Miller Peak Wilderness Area. Photo: IMG_5752.
jpg
Right: The road to the Miller Peak trailhead had this warning sign. So called “illegals” were very common in this area,
which was just a few miles from the Mexican border. Most of the
wildﬁres in this area are attributed to illegal immigrants, which
presumably are starting ﬁres to keep warm or cook. We never saw
one, but heard lots of stories. Photo: IMG_5755 cropped.jpg
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Three Days in the Chiricahua and Peloncillo Mountains
Kathie and I had spent a few days in the Chiricahua
Mountains in the early spring of 1986, so this was
a pleasant return. In doing background work for the
present trip I had discovered through the Coronado
Forest Service web site that a prescribed burn study
was underway in the Peloncillo Mountains, which are
just south of the Chiricahuas (on the Arizona/New
Mexico line), so it made sense to revisit this area. We
stayed again at Cave Creek Ranch, a lovely site just at
the entrance to the Chiricahuas.
Although the weather was fairly cool (it got down
into the 20s F at night), the constant sun warmed
things up during the day.
The Peloncillo Mountain burn, which brought me
here, turned out to be a bit complex. The U.S. Forest
Service had set up experimental burns in the year 2000
in Whitmire Canyon. The purpose of the experiment
was to compare early spring burns with early summer
ones on an experimental watershed (called the Cascabel Watershed) whose vegetation was oak savanna.
The study area consisted of 12 burn units, 4 to be
cool-season burns, 4 to be warm-season burns, and 4
unburned controls.
An overview of the study was published by Gerald
Gottfried of the U.S. Forest Service in a newletter of
the Malpai Borderlands Group, a cooperative set up
to promote prescribed burns in ranchlands along the
U.S./Mexico border.
Baseline data were obtained, and the cool-season
burns were carried out without a hitch in March 2008.
The warm-season burns were scheduled for May 20,
2008.
I now quote: “Three of the four warm-season watersheds were burned on May 20 [2008]. Operations
progressed as planned. It was late in the evening when
ignitions on the third watershed were completed, and
further ignitions were halted. The burn boss and district ranger decided to delay burning the fourth watershed, which was scheduled for May 21, because ‘red
ﬂag’ wind conditions were expected. Burning the last
watershed was [then] scheduled for June 2. “

“During the late afternoon of May 20, a prescribed
burn on the Safford Ranger District excaped and key
personnel from the Cascabel burn were redirected to
Safford. The remaining ﬁre crews began to secure the
perimeter of the three burned watersheds. Mop-up
continued and research personnel were allowed into
the ‘black” to conduct additional measurements of ﬁre
behavior and effects. A few hotspots, mainly oak snags
and yucca plants, continued to smolder. Most researchers completed assigned measurements and left the
watersheds by about 11:30 a. m. Everything appeared
quiet and secure although gusty winds were crossing
the watersheds.”
“At approximately 11:55 a.m., strong wind gusts
developed from the south and blew burning embers
across the ﬁre lines into the control watersheds and
[into] the unburned warm-season watershed. One
estimate was that gusts were as great as 60 mph. The
Whitmire Fire, as it was designated, jumped the lines
in three places, and, in spite of great efforts, ran mainly to the north, ﬁnally covering 3,990 acres of federal
and private lands. The house and structures at the
Cascabel Ranch headquarters were protected, and no
Forest Service personnel or private individuals were
injured. The main casualty was our original research
design!...We can still gain important information about
ﬁre effects in oak savannas of the Borderlands, but
with a slightly revised experimental design!”
Since the original burn units were fairly small (the
whole study area was less than 500 acres), it will be
interesting to see how the almost 4000 burned acres
now behave.
Those involved in prescribed burns in the Midwest can
sympathize with the problems researchers in southeast
Arizona have. At certain times of year, that whole area
is a tinderbox, and it takes only a spark to set it off.
(See the information earlier on the Ryan Fire at the
Audubon Research Ranch.)
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I had already discovered, via the Internet, about the
Whitmire Fire (see above), and since this had only occurred a year and a half ago, I was hoping to be able to
see some of the results.
We stopped at the Portal, Arizona cafe, which is
the meeting ground for all “locals”, and I talked with
a member of the volunteer ﬁre department who had
worked on the Whitmire Fire. He showed me on the
U.S. Forest Service map where the ﬁre had been, but
warned me that the only way to reach the site was to
cross private land of the Diamond A Ranch. It turned
out he was correct.
We drove along a gravel road that took us to the entrance to the Cascabel Camp of Diamond A. We talked
with the caretaker of the Camp who gave us the bad
news that we could not cross their land. Too bad, as a
few yards past their land was the U.S. Forest Service
boundary. Thus, we were unable to access Whitmire
Canyon except via an impossibly circuitous route.
The caretaker did tell us that we could see recently
burned land if we followed the Geronimo Trail up
to the New Mexico/Arizona boundary. We took his
advice. It took about an hour to reach this site, as the
road was fairly rough, and kept crossing back and
forth of a fairly large creek (dry). Also, we kept seeing
the U.S. Border Patrol cars, since this is one of the
main access points for illegal immigration.
Some of the photos we took of this area are shown
below.
The Forest Service requested an opinion from the
Fish and Wildlife Service about the impact of the
Whitmire Fire on habitat for ridge-nosed rattlesnake,
an endangered species in New Mexico. Their preliminary analysis indicated that the ﬁre effects were low
and the juniper canopy in the core habitat was not
impacted.

Above. Hill near the New Mexico/Arizona border (the border
fence runs across the middle to this hill) which had been burned
by a wildﬁre. The Emory oaks below were ﬁre-resistant and
were unaffected, but most of the vegetation on the hill itself was
burned. Photo IMG_5782.jpg
Below: Yucca plant with tips of leaves burned by the wildﬁre.
Presumably only the tips were exposed when the ﬁre came
through. (Yucca leaves are perennial.) Photo: IMG_5790.jpg

The terrain and vegetation are highly heterogeneous, so that there is a lot of variability in the effects
of ﬁre on the plants.
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Small Emory oak that was killed by the ﬁre. Note brown leaves
and absence of resprouting. Photo: IMG_5791.jpg
Small Emory oak that was only topkilled and is resprouting from the
base. Photo: IMG_5788.jpg
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The Scenic Chiricahua Mountains
The Chiricahuas are one of the larger ranges in
southeastern Arizona, and provide typical “sky island”
vegetation. We spent three days wandering in this
area, including part of a day at Chiricahua National
Monument, a National Park at the northern end of the
mountain range.

“These ranges are largely made up of Tertiary volcanics, including rhyolitic ash-ﬂow deposits, rhyolitic to basaltic ﬂows, and associated breccias. The
volcanic deposits are part of a large volcanic ﬁeld,
which includes the Chiricahua Mountains, the central
and southern Peloncillo Mountains, and the Animas
Mountains.” (From Cochise College web site)

Left: Depending on slope and aspect, the oak
savannas may climb higher on the mountain.
Here the Emory oaks have developed on a very
steep slope. Photo: IMG_5768.jpg
Below: Lusher Emory oak savanna on more
level ground. On more favorable terrain, these
oaks may attain heights of 60 feet or more. It is
one of the more reliable acorn producers and
provides good wildlife food. Its range extends
through southern New Mexico into western
Texas and south through northern Mexico, from
Chihuahua west to Sonora. Photo: IMG_5764.
jpg
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The Chiricahuas are one of the more scenic mountain ranges in southeastern Arizona. Fortunately, they are far enough from Phoenix
and Tucson so that they remain relatively pristine. Photo: IMG_5770.jpg
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Back in Phoenix for a few days before returning to Madison. The spectacular sunset augurs fair weather! Photo: IMG_5831.jpg
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